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Involving God as part of a war campaign does not make a war a
holy war - for a History. The first holy war was probably in
October CE when the Roman.
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The History of the Holy War: Ambroise's Estoire de la Guerre
Sainte, Volume I: Text edited by Marianne Ailes and Malcolm
Barber. The History of the Holy War.
Project MUSE - The History of the Holy War: Ambroise's Estoire
de la Guerre Sainte (review)
The concept of holy war is found in the Bible (e.g., the Book
of Joshua) and has played a role in many religions. See
crusade; See Article History. Holy war, any war fought by
divine command or for a religious purpose. The concept of
holy.
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Brown; Edited and Abridged by Marion L. For instance, many
today praise Sufism mysticism for its idea of spiritual jihad
that focuses on internal struggle to become a better person.
Pursuanttothismodel,theemphasisshiftedtoadefensivejihadthataimedt
Or, if, as the gun lobbies say of weapons—that they do not
kill; people do—one must say of religion that if it does not
kill, many of its forms and expressions motivate people to
kill. As everyone who flies knows full well, not all
passengers are treated equally, neither in seat allocation,
legroom, food, or even in-flight entertainment. Constantine,
however, would extract a price for his magnanimity, namely,
Christian laymen had to agree to serve in the military.
Insum,throughoutthisperiod,religionhelpedtogenerateconflicts,albe
most compelling stories from world history on BBC Four.
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